
If this is your first issue of The Amazing Newspaper, this was created to help
spread the mission of the Spirit of Alexandria Foundation, founded in January of
2006. The Spirit of Alexandria Foundation was created to carry on the legacy of
Alexandria Bennett, a little girl whose passion for nature and generosity was evident
to everyone around her. Through this foundation it is her family and friends mission
to help children experience nature and all its wonderment. The Spirit of Alexandria
Foundation will work in cooperation with partners in the places close to home and
across the country in order to achieve our mission.

Foundat ion Board Members : Leah Bennett - Cra ig Bennett - J im Barte l - Bud Bennett - Ryan Spencer - Rob Fisher - Br i t t Smart - Dick Grant

In 2003, Alexandria (6 at the time), decided she wanted to write a newspaper.
Her first report was on our neighbors swing set that a tree fell on. Also in the same
issue was a report on “weeds”. Alexandria took her own pictures and wrote her own
stories. Her newspaper ran for one year, an issue a month.

The Amazing Newspaper will become a source for contributors, big and small, to
learn about the Foundation’s latest accomplishments and our future plans. Though
she is missed more than words can express, her legacy will continue as long as
there are people like you who believe in our Foundation.
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The doors opened at the Wyndgate Country Club on a beautiful
summer Monday morning for the twelfth time, welcoming the
golfers, volunteers, and supporters that make up The Spirit of
Alexandria Foundation's Annual Golf Outing. With rain in the
forecast and an important new project to be debuted at dinner, the
excitement in the air was as palpable as the humidity.

Luckily, the rain took mercy on the 70 golfers that scrambled to
T-off and the skies waited to open until everyone was safely inside
for the evening dining and presentation experience. The
atmosphere inside quickly turned misty again when the video Leah
and Craig Bennett commissioned for the foundation was played for
the room.

The 11 minute video tells part of the story of Alexandria Bennett,
who many know by now is the inspiration and driving force behind
SOA's 12 years of success. As her influence and legacy rolled across
the screen, tears began rolling down the cheeks of the family,
friends, and allies gathered together for a very special mission. The
video can now be viewed on the Spirit of Alexandria Facebook page.

After everyone grabbed a tissue or two, it was time to unveil
the biggest project to date that the Foundation has taken on. The
launch of Alexandria's Nature Camp TreeTops Village project marks
a pivotal moment for the Foundation's history and seeks to
connect even more children with nature than ever before. Check
out the official announcement and information on the next page.

Thanks to the generosity of the Spirit of Alexandria's
supporters, $78,300 was raised and will be used to connect more
children with the wonders of nature - the work is just getting
started!

In addition to the outing at the Wyndgate, on July 17th, ARBOC
Specialty Vehicles hosted their 4th golf outing to support the
foundation, raising more than $30,000.

Thank you to everyone who participated in The 12th Annual Golf
Outing and stay tuned for more incredible events happening in
2019! Follow the Spirit of Alexandria Facebook page to stay up to
date: www.facebook.com/Connected2Nature

The 12th Golf Outing featuring  The Tree ops UnveilingT .Story by
Chelsea Nolan

Team of Ted Christenson takes 1st.

Handmade first place trophies resembling the future TreeTops Village cabins.

The Monarch butterfly, starting in September, flies south from America to the relative warmth of Mexico and parts
of California for their autumn migration. They travel at speeds of between 12 and 25 miles per hour, they are the
only insect that migrates up to 2,500 miles for nicer weather. Not to be outdone, the white and cuddly Arctic tern
demonstrates an annual round-trip migration of 44,000 zigzagging miles between Greenland and the Antarctic—the
world’s longest yearly commute for any species. - Readers Digest
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Announcing
Alexandria s’
Nature Camp:

Announcing
Alexandria s’
Nature Camp:
Story by Chelsea Nolan

The Twelfth Annual Spirit of Alexandria Golf Outing
held in August 2018 marked a very important moment for
the Foundation, as the TreeTops Village project at Howell Nature
Center was announced, and with it the kick-off of the capital
campaign!

TreeTops Village is a new kind of nature camp, geared toward
allowing children to unplug and connect with nature, addressing the
“Nature Deficit Disorder” that afflicts our young people causing
emotional and physical issues, attention difficulties, obesity,
weakened ecological literacy, as well as other negative long-term
effects associated with increased screen time and decreased time
outside.

Consisting of six ADA accessible cabins, each with a unique
nature-related theme stemming from the things Alexandria loved
most about nature, a bathhouse and multi-purpose pavilion with
kitchen and indoor recreation area, Eagles Nest community deck
connected by suspension bridges/ADA accessible decking, and
integrated activity centers and social gathering areas, the TreeTops
will be a whimsical and magical oasis for children from within the
community as well as nationwide.

The TreeTops' structures and programming are specifically
designed to expose, immerse, and educate children on how to
interact physically and emotionally with the natural world around
them, while allowing for the social and fun elements that traditional
summer camp is all about.

Make this dream a reality and join us in our mission! The various
levels of sponsorship will allow you, your family, or your business
the unique opportunity be a part of something that will make a
huge impact in the lives of our youth for decades to come.

For more information or if you have questions about getting involved,
please contact Leah Bennett at spiritofalexandria@yahoo.com.

Please feel free to forward the newspaper to anyone who may be interested
in partnering with the Spirit of Alexandria Foundation & this project.

Butterfly Level: $100,000
This level will offer the naming of the Multi-Purpose
Pavilion/Kitchen/Activity Center.

Cardinal Level: $75,000
This level will offer six opportunities for the naming of the
individual TreeTops Cabins.

Wolf Level: $50,000
This level will offer the naming of the Eagle's Nest (central
“Hang Out” area in the middle of the village).

Frog Level: $25,000
This level will support the construction of suspended
bridges and ADA accessible decking, while offering
recognition on our Village Donor Board and Bell area.

Flora Level: $10,000
This level will support infrastructure and village
enhancements including the specially designed Fire Pit
area, benches and trail system, as well as recognition on
our Village Donor Board and Bell area.

Dinosaur Level: $5,000
This level will support program areas and special features
including the Dinosaur Dig, Hammockville and GaGa Pit, as
well as recognition on our Village Donor Board and Bell
area.

Dragonfly Level: $1,000
This level will provide for program equipment and help us reach
our dream and offer recognition on our Village Donor Board and
Bell area.

Caterpillar Level: $500
This level will help us reach our dream of a TreeTops Village and
offer recognition on our Village Donor Board and Bell area.

Butterfly Level: $100,000

Cardinal Level: $75,000

Wolf Level: $50,000

Frog Level: $25,000

Flora Level: $10,000

Dinosaur Level: $5,000

Dragonfly Level: $1,000

Caterpillar Level: $500

During the gray squirrel’s fall caching
season, when the critters bury nuts and

seeds in hundreds of scattered caches to serve as
emergency winter larders, a typical squirrel shows a
15 percent increase in the size of its hippocampus —
the memory and emotion center of the brain —
compared to the rest of the year. - Readers Digest

fun fact



Snakes. (June 12, 3003) Originally written by Alexandria Bennett
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Naturalist Intelligence. Story by Leah Bennett

In 1983, Professor Howard Gardner’s ground breaking book Frames of Mind
discussed “Multiple Intelligence Theory”. Until the 1990’s, his theory consisted of 7
intelligences - “word smart”, “body smart”, “number smart”, “art/design/space
smart”, “people smart”, “self smart”, and “music smart”. An eighth intelligence as
then added - “nature smart” or “naturalist intelligence”. Characteristics of a person
with this intelligence are: comfortable outdoors, aware of their natural surroundings,
recognize patterns and colors, good at sorting and classifying, keen observational
skills, enjoy exploring and touching outdoors, nurture living things, make things out
of natural objects, etc. A person can have varying degrees of all 8 intelligences. A
NATURALIST, would score highest with the “nature smart” trait.

It is safe to say that Alexandria had a high Naturalist Intelligence - A Naturalist in
Training. Not every child has the opportunity to explore nature freely or the
resources to research what they discover like Alexandria had. Howell Nature Center
(HNC) introduced the Spirit of Alexandria’s Naturalist in Training (NIT) camp this
summer. The initial goal was to have one camp offered for students in 7th & 8th
grades. This is an age that the majority of kids would prefer to hang out using
electronics, most likely indoors. To their surprise, there was overwhelming interest,
so much so, they had to offer a second camp. Each camper received a special NIT bag
with several items to aid them in their discoveries and observations. At the end of the
camp, each young naturalist received a NIT certificate and an invitation to participate
in HNC events as junior educators for visitors.

The unique camps main focus was on pollinators and their importance., as well as
basic introduction into flora and fauna, animal rehabilitation and the animals that now
call HNC home. Whether the student that attended the NIT camp was already
interested in nature or was trying something new, it was evident that all who
participated officially became a Naturalist in Training.
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Testimonials.Provided by parents and students that were affected by the camps and excursion trips offered through
the Spirit of Alexandria Foundation.

“Dear John ,
I wanted to reach out to you and Alexandria s parents. To thank you for the beautiful camp you offer children, especially our daughter this
past two weeks. On January 11 2017 we lost our 17 yr old Son Daniel. He passed away suddenly in our family home. The loss of a child is the
most tramatic and tragic losses a human can experience. The sudden loss of your child changes a family forever. The siblings left behind
find them self in a dark and often scary place. While parents greive,  the other children greive often in silence and alone. Our youngest
daughter was very close to her big brother Daniel. They both shared a common bond , The love of Nature. He often took her for walks in the
Metro Park behind our home. They loved the Howell Nature  Center. Often spending the entire afternoon their just the two of them . After
his passing we watched our children struggle with the loss of their brother.  Our little girl backed away from peers, she lost friends , she
stayed alone. She loves wildlife, and nature has been healing.  This summer she struggled often with her pain . It had been a long time since
we have seen her smile. This past two camps she started to over come her despair. My husband and  I would log onto your photo web page
at night and see her happy. Talking and smiling with kids her age . Your program has given her such a gift. You have all touched our family.
God Bless you and your Team at the Howell Nature Center. Alexandria s parents have truly shown that their daughters spirt is healing
through her foundation. Thank You .
In Trust DiAnn and Dan Bastien.”

“I felt that Layla & Kalin really needed to go through this wonderful program.
This is the first time they have been to an overnight camp. We thought it would
be difficult for both Layla and Kalin to open up and interact. When I picked
them up though, I noticed a huge difference in their character and their
attitudes were lifted in such a positive way. The moral was wonderful, and kids
need that so very much. Thank you for having us and letting these kids enjoy
the Spirit of Alexandria.

- Jennifer Middlebrook (Mom)”

“I would like to take a moment to say thank you and express what a wonderful experience several children had because of the Spirit of
Alexandria Foundation.   I work with families from a local elementary school who are considered low-income.   Thanks to the Spirit of
Alexandria foundation, these children were able to attend camp at Howell Nature Center.  I had the opportunity to visit each of them while
they were there and the happiness (and dirt) on their faces said it all!  Each one, ranging in age from 3rd grade to 5th, told me about what
they had been doing and expressed how much fun they were having at the camp!   Parents, also, told me how grateful they were for the
opportunity for their children had to attend.  Their circumstances would not have allowed it otherwise.”

- July 30, 2018

“Hello Mrs.Bennett,
my name is Pheobe ward, I am a 9th grader from CSPA and I was given a scholarship to go on the sleeping bear dunes excursion through
the Howell Nature Center on July 15-20th. I am sending you this letter to thank you once again for giving me such a wonderful opportunity.
Words cannot express how grateful I am. The exurtion was amazing, as were the veiws I saw and the people I got to meet. Thank you so
much. Through this experience I have learned so much about nature and camping. This experience has made me love the outdoors even
more and I am excited to bring my family up there as well. Once again thank you so very much. I had an Adventure of a lifetime.”
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ART Submissions.
Drawings from children at St. Timothy Presbyterian Church - Livonia, Michigan

“Dear Leah -
This past week the Nature Bus

visited the Brighton District
Library. I want to express our
sincere gratitude for choosing us to
experience this wonderful program!

It was a top notch program from
start to finish. Our presenter was
amazing, she kept the attention of
the children and adults throughout
her entire two hour presentation.
We all gained so much knowledge
about these amazing birds.

At the conclusion of the
program the comments by children
and parents were very
heartwarming. There was a young
nine year old boy who had on a
shirt on with the image of a falcon.
I asked him about his interest in
nature and his passion was very
evident. The program meant a
great deal to him and his mom. I
wanted to pass this interaction on
to you as I know the intent of your
foundation.

I thank you for transforming  a
great heartache into something
positive and inspiring for others.
Additionally,thank you for choosing
Brighton District Library to
experience your wonderful Nature
Bus.
Best always,
Carla Sharp”

Drawings from children at Brighton Distric Library - Brighton, Michigan
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Answer:

Riddles.

Answer:

Originally in ANP #7 - July 14, 2003

Stories submitted from students at Niji-Iro Japanese Immersion Elementary School

We would love
to see your
drawings or
stories
about
nature.


